Time-course of the internalization and recycling of neurokinin 1 receptors in rat dorsal horn neurons.
Neurokinin 1 receptor (NK1R) internalization in dorsal horn neurons is important for intracellular signaling in nociception. Since the rates of NK1R internalization and recycling vary substantially, particularly between cultured and native cells, it is imperative to characterize them in dorsal horn neurons. When rat spinal cord slices were incubated at 35 degrees C with 1 microM substance P (SP), NK1Rs in lamina I neurons internalized rapidly following apparent exponential association kinetics (half-life=71 s). Confocal images of neuronal somas at different incubation times revealed that NK1Rs were uniformly distributed at the cell surface up to 30 s and formed aggregates at the membrane by 60 s. NK1R-containing endosomes migrated to the cell interior at 90-120 s, and were found throughout the cytoplasm at 300 s and thereafter. Upon elimination of SP, NK1Rs recycled back to the cell surface following an apparent linear time-course. Recycling was slower than internalization, being completed in 60-90 min. Confocal microscopy revealed that NK1R-containing endosomes docked at the cell surface 45 min after the elimination of SP. NK1Rs still formed aggregates at the cell surface at 60 min, but were once again uniformly distributed along the membrane by 90 min. NK1R internalization and recycling also occurred in lamina I dendrites. NK1R-containing endosomes in dendrites did not migrate to the cytoplasm. These results show that NK1R internalization and recycling are considerably faster in dorsal horn neurons than in cultured cells, and that most NK1Rs in dorsal horn neurons are internalized when NK1R-mediated hyperalgesia is more severe.